Dear Student,

Win an iPad Pro worth £750 by telling us about your decision to study in the UK

We would like to understand what motivated you to study in the UK, so that we can better support international students like you from around the world.

Below is a link to a simple survey about your thoughts and experiences.

https://s.surveys-researchstories.co.uk/?e=174415&h=0C9E27B5687F4F5&l=en&q1=2

It should take less than 12 minutes to complete. Please respond as fully as you can.

Everyone who completes the survey by 2nd February 2020 will be entered into a prize draw. Two winners, drawn at random, will each receive a brand-new iPad Pro worth £750. The winners will be notified by 14th February 2020.

Good luck and thank you for your participation.

Thank you.